
ATTENDANCE 
EMPLOYEES PROGRAM 



ACCESS 
The 1st step in accessing the Employees 
Attendance Program is to locate it on your 
desktop & double click it. 



LOGGING IN 

Use your username & password to log in to 
your account as an attendance supervisor. 

 

If you’re interested in changing your 
password .. Please click on the “Change 
Password” button and 1st, enter your current 
password. Then enter your new one & 
confirm the change by entering it once again. 

 

When you’re done changing your password .. 
Log in with your new password. 



CURRENT TIME 
That’s the date & time of the system while 
you’re working and entering attendance 
information. 



DATE OF ATTENDANCE 
Here’s the time in question of attendance. 
This is the date where employees are 
supervised over their attendance on that 
particular day. 



DATE CHANGE 
Here are the controls for you to look over 
the attendance of employees at a certain 
date. 

 

Left for previous days & right moves 
forward on the timeline. 



QUANTITY 
That’s the number of employees 
supervised by you. The employees under 
your supervision. 



WORK HOURS BEGIN 
This indicates the time when the 
employees are supposed to be punching 
in. Only the supposed time. But not when 
they actually did. 



IN 
This indicates when the employee actually 
punched in. 



LATE PUNCH 
This timestamp colored in blue is how late 
the employee punched in exactly. It shows 
how many minutes or hours late the 
employee had come in. 



CUTTING A SLACK 
The employee has a limit of being a little 
late. That limit ends when his punch in 
timing passes the time indicated here. 



PUNCH LOCATION 
The system catches where exactly the 
employee punched in from and this kind 
of activity is monitored all over UBT. 



SELECTION 
Each employee is dealt with individually. 
So, in order to do so .. They must be 
selected by clicking on their employee ID 
number on the very far left end of their 
listing. 

 

When clicked, they should be highlighted 
in blue. 



HR APPROVALS 
At a certain point of the month in focus; you 
might find checkmarks indicating acceptance 
on these checkboxes. 

These are HR approvals that show if the 
justification reason was approved for waiving 
the lateness or absence of the employee or 
not. 

They should not concern the supervisor 
neither should they concern the employee 
unless advised by the HR department. 

 

They are to be lightly looked over for activity 
monitoring reasons only. 



PRINTED RECORD 

Each employee’s record can be printed 
individually in order to be taken into 
consideration in the HR department or for 
any review purposes. 

 

These records can be generated by 
clicking on the “Print Attendance” button 
at the Top Right corner of the page. 

I.e. Only while having that specific 
employee listing individually selected by 
clicking on their Employee ID number and 
highlighted in Blue; as mentioned, once, 
ealier. 



INDIVIDUALS 
Each employee can be looked into in focus 
and dealt with over longer periods of work-
hour times when selected to be viewed 
individually. 

That will allow the supervisor to view their 
progress & activities then justify their 
lateness or absences for many days from one 
windows. 

 

This can be done by selecting the employee 
in question through clicking their Employee 
ID number to be highlighted in Blue; then 
clicking on the “Attendance By Emp” Button 
at the Top Right corner of the page. 



WRITING 
EXCUSE 
 


